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Forgotten Books, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from I, Myself I hold in my hand a pen, whose handle is as smooth as ivory
and as pink as human ?esh when the rosen hue of health kindles its surface, and yet as strong as
though carved out of a human bone in whose perfect fibre no ?aw Shall be detected. The pen I use
is as a spear of light, the diamonds of whose twin converging points are as true each to the other as
life and light. I will dip my pen in the warm crimson spray Shot forth, at this very moment, from a
heart which beats fast and quick to the soul stirring music of an all absorbing ambition. Amber
tears of joy and crystal tears of sorrow, dashing their liquid life upon page after page, Shall serve as
points of punctuation and lend peculiar meaning and striking emphasis to each sentence. While I
write, the twin eyes of two eternities shall search my soul and scrutinize each sentence as it leaps
from my pen. The spirit-lamp of the Eternal One, who dwelleth in light, shall...
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It becomes an incredible ebook which i have at any time go through. It normally fails to charge excessive. Your daily life period will be enhance the instant
you full reading this article book.
-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I-- Aliz e B a shir ia n I

This pdf is amazing. It really is rally exciting throgh looking at time. I am easily could possibly get a satisfaction of looking at a created publication.
-- Pa tience B echtela r-- Pa tience B echtela r
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